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Abstract
Controlling a crowd using multi-touch devices appeals to the computer games and animation industries, as such devices provide
a high-dimensional control signal that can effectively define the crowd formation and movement. However, existing works
relying on pre-defined control schemes require the users to learn a scheme that may not be intuitive. We propose a data-driven
gesture-based crowd control system, in which the control scheme is learned from example gestures provided by different users.
In particular, we build a database with pairwise samples of gestures and crowd motions. To effectively generalize the gesture
style of different users, such as the use of different numbers of fingers, we propose a set of gesture features for representing a set
of hand gesture trajectories. Similarly, to represent crowd motion trajectories of different numbers of characters over time, we
propose a set of crowd motion features that are extracted from a Gaussian mixture model. Given a run-time gesture, our system
extracts the K nearest gestures from the database and interpolates the corresponding crowd motions in order to generate the
run-time control. Our system is accurate and efficient, making it suitable for real-time applications such as real-time strategy
games and interactive animation controls.
Keyword: Animation
ACM CCS: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation
1. Introduction
Controlling a crowd using hand gestures captured by multi-touch de-
vices appeals to the computer games and animation industries. First,
multi-touch systems are getting more and more popular nowadays
due to the advancement of hardware. Secondly, a crowd has a large
degree of freedom, which is difficult to be controlled using tradi-
tional controllers with lower dimensional control signals, such as
mice and keyboards. Multi-touch devices register several simulta-
neous control inputs, such that the user can control the complex
formation of a crowd intuitively.
The hand gestures captured by multi-touch devices are typically
sets of time series of finger positions. Many existing works show
that it is possible to map such control signals to a crowd motion
using pre-defined control schemes [HSK12, HSK14]. This allows
the user to control the formation and movement of the crowd
∗Corresponding author: Hubert P. H. Shum (hubert.shum@northumbria.
ac.uk)
by performing specific gestures. While these manually designed
control schemes are efficient in crowd control, different systems
usually employ different control schemes. This is because there are
an infinite number of possible mappings between the gesture and the
crowd space. Rules need to be explicitly defined to fulfill the con-
trol needs optimally. As a result, the users have to learn the schemes
in advance before using the systems. Unlikely previous work, we
learn a mapping that focuses on both user friendliness and control
expressibility in this work to shorten the learning curve.
To this end, we present different crowd motions to a group of users
and ask them to give their desirable control gestures, which allow
us to generalize the preferred gestures and implement an intuitive
control scheme. For every crowd motion in our training data set,
we ask the users to perform a control gesture that they think to be
the best to create such a motion. It results in a database with pairwise
samples of gestures and crowd motions. During run-time, we obtain
a gesture from the user, and find the K nearest gestures from the
database. We then interpolate the corresponding K crowd motions
in order to generate the run-time control. Since the control scheme
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is learned from different users without prior constraints, our system
is intuitive to use.
One important component of our research is the gesture space
representation. As we do not impose any constraints when collecting
the control gestures, a representation invariant to individual gesture
variations is needed, such as the number of fingers used, different
speed, etc. Users often articulate gestures with one or both hands,
using multiple fingers when performing similar tasks [RGR13].
At the same time, they show similar variations in their gestures
when asked to provide control for the movement of robot groups
[MDC*09]. We propose a set of gesture features that effectively
represents a wide variety of gestures while independent to inter-user
style differences. This includes the centroid feature, the distance to
centroid feature, the rotation feature and the minimum oriented
bounding box (MOBB) features. We further propose a distance
function to evaluate the distance between two gestures in such a
space in order to obtain the K-nearest neighbours of a run-time
gesture.
Similarly, crowds under different scenarios contain variations
such as the numbers of characters within the crowd, and there-
fore crowd motions also require a general representation. Such a
representation should ideally parametrize the whole crowd motion
space based on the crowd data. We propose a crowd motion feature
space that models a crowd motion with a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM), in which the trajectory of each character is modelled by
the distribution of the Gaussian component. The major advantage of
GMM is that we can set up multiple Gaussian components to accu-
rately model the movement of small groups of characters within the
crowd. We further propose a scheme to interpolate multiple crowd
motion in the feature space in order to generate the run-time control
signal.
We demonstrate that our system can accurately infer the crowd
motion based on a given gesture. Users can effectively control a
crowd of arbitrary size with intuitive gestures and guide the crowd
to navigate through a given virtual environment. Our system is best
to be applied in computer games like the crowd control systems
in real-time strategy games, and in interactive character animation
designs.
This paper presents the following contributions:
 We propose a data-driven method for inferring an appropriate
crowd motion based on the gesture input obtained from a touch
device. Our approach is not restricted by a pre-specified control
scheme. Instead, the control scheme is learned as a mapping be-
tween user-preferred gestures and corresponding crowd motions,
which encodes both user-friendliness and control expressibility.
 We propose a set of gesture features that are invariant to the
variations of the user’s preferred touch input style such as the
number of fingers used. These features are used for recognizing
different properties of a user’s multi-touch input, allowing the
system to distinguish between a variety of control signals.
 We propose to represent crowd movement with a set of crowd
motion features that are obtained from GMM. This representa-
tion allows modelling different subgroups of the crowd and is
independent of the number of characters. We further propose a
method to interpolate crowd motion features in order to generate
a new crowd motion that matches the user input the best.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the related works and identifies the research gap in gesture-based
crowd control. Section 3 provides an overview of our proposed
system. Section 4 details the data collection process in order to
create the gesture and crowd motion database. Sections 5 and 6
explains our proposed gesture space and crowd motion space, re-
spectively. Section 7 explains the method to synthesize run-time
crowd motions. Section 8 gives detailed evaluations on the system.
Finally, Sections 9 and 10 discusses the limitations and concludes the
work.
2. Related Work
Crowd simulation has been widely used in many areas such as enter-
tainment production and urban planning, where two central issues
are control and simulation. Related to our research, there are mainly
three subfields where we draw our inspirations upon: gesturing on
multi-touch devices, crowd motion control and formation control.
2.1. Gesture recognition on multi-touch device
Since the invention of multi-touch devices, gestures have pro-
vided a rich capacity of control input design. Gestures can be
sequenced to express complex control purposes and are typically
represented by time series of positions and velocities. For any pre-
designed stroke patterns, there are some user input variations. Spa-
tially based control design [JTZ*12, VAW12, RVG14] mainly tar-
gets on recognizing stroke patterns out of variations to improve the
expressibility, but with limited understanding on the time depen-
dencies between strokes. To model temporal or semantic dependen-
cies, rule-based systems such as gesture formalization [GCG10],
grammar [GGH*03, KWK*10], state machines [LL12] or syntax
[KHDA12] are proposed. However, they either lack the accommo-
dation of user input variations or do not generalize well.
Among the previous research works, Lu¨ and Li’s work [LL13]
is most related to ours. They present a set of features based on
translation, rotation and scaling of a user’s finger configurations
to encode strokes and recognize gestures. Our proposed gesture
representation has similar concepts but different designs for bet-
ter representativeness. In particular, we utilize both the average
distance to centroid and the MOBB, instead of a single scaling pa-
rameter, to help identifying gestures such as expand versus split.
Furthermore, instead of simply recognizing the gestures, our sys-
tem focuses on finding a good mapping between gestures and crowd
motions, which involves comparing gestures using the proposed rep-
resentations. This has not been explored in previous work such as
[LL13].
2.2. Crowd motion control
Crowd motion control has been studied extensively, including
controlling the whole crowd [Par10, GD11], subgroups [OO09,
KHKL09], sets of control points [KLLT08] and the style [LCHL07,
JCP*10].
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Field-based control focuses on the design of guidance fields in
the environment. Dynamic potential fields can be used to represent
the flow of the crowd with respect to other moving characters and the
environment [TCP06]. Vector fields are typically used to guide each
subgroup of the crowd [KSII09]. In [JXW*08], the user can con-
trol crowd motion by adding anchor points to indicate their moving
directions, with which a vector field is generated. In [PVDBC*11],
the movement of the agents is generated by the guidance field that
is sketched by the user or extracted from the video. Such a field
is used to construct a navigation field that refines the flow of the
crowd by avoiding collisions in the environment. While these meth-
ods enable the user to easily author the movement of a crowd, they
typically require a high-dimensional representation of the crowd
motion based on the 2D terrain. Field-based methods are, therefore,
ineffective for data-driven crowd control, as the system needs to
learn from/interpolate high-dimensional feature vectors. Motivated
by the strength of data-driven systems that they can model com-
plex relationships between gestures and crowd motions, we decide
to represent the crowd using GMM, in which crowd motions are
modelled by low-dimensional feature vectors.
Mesh-based control is another control scheme that evaluates the
crowd movement and formation using mesh deformation. Utiliz-
ing a single-pass algorithm, crowd movements can be evaluated
based on a deformable mesh [HSK12, HSK14]. It is also possible
to interactively edit large-scale crowd while maintaining the spatial
relationship between individuals [KSKL14]. Voronoi diagram can
be used to represent the spatial relationship between different agents
and organize the crowd movement in constraint space using Torso
Crowd Model [SMTT*17].
One particular problem of exiting methods is the lack of high-
dimensional control signals that can be used to define the movement
details of a crowd that consists of multiple subgroups. Existing
methods typically employ multiple levels of control rules, such that
the user can define the overall crowd movement first, and define the
details of subgroup later. Instead, we decide to embed the control
mechanism into our learned mapping between the control signal
and the corresponding crowd motions. It solves the problem of
potentially contradictory control objectives on different levels, such
as different overall crowd and subgroup targets.
2.3. Formation control
Formation control is a technique to control the movement of crowds
while maintaining formations. A significant number of papers pro-
pose to represent the shape of the crowd by modelling the geometric
relations between individual agents. Mesh-based methods are very
popular because they can easily represent the formation and accom-
modate some randomness due to individual motions by controlled
mesh deformation. Laplacian mesh editing [SCOL*04] controls and
combines existing crowd formations into larger scale crowd anima-
tion [KLLT08]. An intermediate 2D mesh between user input and
crowd motion can be defined so that crowd formations are con-
trolled by simple user gestures [HSK12, HSK14]. Spectral analysis
smoothly transforms the crowd from one formation to another which
is represented by Delaunay tetrahedral meshes [TYK*09]. A local
coordinate system called formation coordinates maintains the adja-
cent relationship between individuals in the crowd [GD11]. More
variants of these methods can be found in [KO10, ZZC*14, GD13,
XWY*15].
The Morphable Crowds [JCP*10], which is based on data exam-
ples of different styles of crowd motion, is conceptually similar to
our work. While their method is based on modelling the positions of
characters surrounding an individual in a crowd motion, our method
models the full trajectories of characters in the crowd. Such a full
modelling enables us to build up a precise control mapping from the
input to crowd motions, which enhances the quality of controlling
and synthesizing new crowd motions.
Path pattern that consists of flows of location-orientation pairs
is also a good representation of crowd motions, which can be ex-
tracted from crowd video [WOO16]. However, the representation
is complicated and is too computationally expensive to be used for
interactive control purpose.
3. Method Overview
The overview of our system is shown in Figure 1. In the offline
stage, we collect user data that describe the mappings between ges-
ture inputs and given crowd motions and create a database. We
prepare a number of pre-computed crowd motion trajectories (Fig-
ure 1a) and obtain the corresponding gesture trajectories (Figure
1b) from the users. As trajectories information has inconsistent di-
mensions and inefficient representation, we propose to map gesture
and motion trajectories into their respective high-level feature space
(Figures 1c and d). The correlated gesture and crowd motion fea-
ture spaces generalize and unify the representation of the gesture
and crowd data, respectively. In the online stage, our system receives
run-time user gestures and evaluate the corresponding crowd mo-
tion. Given the run-time gesture trajectories (Figure 1e), we calcu-
late its gesture features (Figure 1f) and conduct a K-nearest neigh-
bours (KNN) search in the database. This allows us to obtain K
similar gestures and their corresponding K crowd motion. We in-
terpolate the K crowd motion and generate the resultant run-time
crowd motion features (Figure 1g), which is finally converted into
crowd motion trajectories (Figure 1h) that can control the run-time
crowd. Since the gesture data in the database are obtained from real
user inputs with different variations, our system allows intuitive
control of crowd in real-time.
Figure 1: The overview of our crowd control system.
c© 2018 The Authors
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4. Data Collection
In this section, we explain how we collect user gesture data based
on a set of pre-generated crowd motion data.
We first generate a set of crowd motions with the crowd simula-
tion system presented in [HSK12, HSK14]. We created 150 motions
under 10 different motion classes, which are shown in Figure 2. Such
a set of crowd motions consists of six classes of typical crowd mo-
tions, including translate (i.e. characters all moving in a direction),
twist (i.e. characters moving in a circular direction around the centre
of the scene), contract (i.e. characters moving towards the centre of
the scene), expand (i.e. characters moving away from the centre of
the scene), join (i.e. two groups of characters moving towards one
another) and split (i.e. two groups of characters moving away from
one another). It also consists of four classes of more complicated
crowd motions, including split then translate, translate then join,
twist while expanding and twist while contracting. The motion set is
designed to demonstrate that our system can handle typical crowd
motions seen in computer games and movies, as well as compli-
cated motions that consist of combinations of typical motions. Our
proposed framework is easily extensible. Developers can add or
Figure 2: Examples of crowd motion shown to users to collect their
control gestures, with the light blue colour indicating the start of the
motion and the dark blue indicating the end: (a) translate, (b) twist,
(c) contract, (d) expand, (e) join, (f) split, (g) split then translate,
(h) translate then join, (i) twist while expanding and (j) twist while
contracting.
Figure 3: Examples of collected user gesture, with the light colours
indicating the starts of the trajectories, the dark ones indicating the
ends and different colours representing different set of gestures: (a)
translate, (b) twist, (c) contract, (d) expand, (e) join and (f) split.
remove classes of crowd motions based on the requirement of the
target application.
Ten volunteer participants, aged between 20 and 50, were asked
to provide gestures for the crowd motions shown on a touchscreen
(the Wacom Cintiq 27QHD sized 27′′ diagonally). Each participant
was allocated with 15 crowd motions, which were randomly picked
from the 150 motions required to train the system. The participants
were asked to provide a corresponding hand gesture on the screen
as if they were controlling each of such motions with two or more
fingers. They were not given any instruction about what the gestures
should be, the number of fingers to be used, as well as the duration of
the gestures. The orientation of the crowd motion on the screen was
varied to prevent any bias in terms of the positioning of the hands
when recording the gesture. On average, it took the participants
7 s to observe a crowd motion and provide a gesture. Figure 3
shows some example input of typical crowd motions.
5. Gesture Space
The success of finding a good mapping between the gesture and
crowd motion space lies in their corresponding parametrization,
such that the variation of the data can be captured. For gestures, we
find that the combination of multiple features provide a powerful
representation. In this section, we propose a set of gesture features
that can be extracted from raw gesture trajectories. Such features
form the gesture space, which is a low dimensional, continues space
c© 2018 The Authors
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in which each point represents one gesture. It allows us to compare
and distinguish gesture effectively.
Our concept of a gesture space is similar to the idea of Motion
Fields [LWB*14], in which the authors propose a high-dimensional
continuous space that incorporates the set of all possible motion
states in character motion. However, unlike character motion, the
way a user performs a particular gesture can vary significantly from
person to person. For example, users can use a different number of
fingers to perform the same intended gesture. Our proposed gesture
space consists of a set of features that are independent of such inter-
user variations, while capable of capturing the intent of the input.
This allows us to robustly distinguish between different types of
user gesture.
5.1. Gesture trajectories
Here, we define the representation of raw gesture trajectories and
explain the process to resample the gesture with a spline function.
A raw gesture is described by the set of trajectories corresponding
to the finger inputs provided by a user. The touchscreen records the
position of each touch points in discrete time intervals. As a result,
a gesture Graw is defined as a set of trajectories:
gn(t) ∀ n ∈ [1, N ], t ∈ [1, Tn], (1)
where N is the total number of trajectories, Tn is the total number
of time intervals (i.e. points) in the trajectory n, the representation
gn′ (t ′) indicates the 2D location of a specific trajectory n′ at a specific
time t ′. Similar to existing research [WWL07, VAW12, RVG14],
we normalize the gesture by translating and uniformly scaling the
whole gesture. In particular, the whole gesture is translated such
that the minimum x and y position in the gesture is at the origin.
We calculate a scaling factor λ to scale the gesture uniformly:
λ = 1/ max(dv, dh), (2)
where dv and dh are the maximum vertical and horizontal distance
among all points, respectively. After normalization, all trajectory
points are within the range [0, 1] × [0, 1].
We assume all touch trajectories have a similar number of time in-
tervals, as a gesture usually starts and ends with all fingers touching
and leaving the screen at the similar time. This allows us to utilize
spline functions for approximating and resampling touch trajecto-
ries to the same length. In our implementation, we apply the Hermite
spline [Lal09] to approximate each of the n touch trajectories. Then,
we uniformly resample each trajectory from Tn points to TH points.
The choice of value for TH is important since undersampling would
remove too much information from the original gesture, but over-
sampling would add unnecessary details and increase computational
overhead in later stages. We follow the suggestion in [WWL07] and
set TH = 64, which works effectively in all of our experiments. As
a result, we define a gesture G as
gn(t) ∀ n ∈ [1, N ], t ∈ [1, TH ], (3)
where T is the pre-defined sample number.
There are multiple advantages of approximating and resampling
the gesture utilizing Hermite splines. First, different touchscreens
have slightly different sample rate. Resampling the trajectories al-
lows the system to work robustly with different hardware. Secondly,
it unifies the density of points in a trajectory, which helps us to more
accurately identify a gesture using a gesture database. Thirdly, from
our discussion with practitioners, crowd control is usually based on
the geometry of the trajectories instead of the speed of performing
them, as the movement speeds of a crowd are usually constrained in
graphics systems. Representing the geometry of the overall trajec-
tories with spines and then uniformly resampling them allow us to
model the trajectories with fixed lengths, which removes the speed
factor from the trajectories. If the gesture speed is needed, it can
be calculated before the resampling stage and stored as an extra
feature.
5.2. Gesture features
Here, we define a set of high-level gesture features extracted from
the gesture trajectories. Such features are designed to represent the
essential components of a gesture in low dimension, making them
effective in identifying gestures. Also, they are independent of the
number of touch points. As a result, with gesture features, gestures
of different touch points can be directly comparable.
The centroid feature represents the average position of the user’s
touch inputs over time . It captures the general shape of the gesture
and is independent of the number of touch points. It is defined as a
column vector:
C(G) = [cG(1), cG(2), . . . , cG(TH )]T , (4)
where cG(t) is the centroid at time t :
cG(t) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
gn(t). (5)
The distance to centroid feature represents the distance of each
touch point relative to the centroid over time. It allows us to capture
the spread of the gesture. It is defined as
S(G) = [sG(1), sG(2), . . . , sG(TH )]T , (6)
where sG(t) is the spread at time t :
sG(t) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
|gn(t) − cG(t)|, (7)
where | ∗ | represents the Euclidean norm, cG(t) is calculated in
Equation (5).
The rotation feature represents the average cumulative change in
rotation over time of the touch inputs around the centroid. Such a
c© 2018 The Authors
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feature allows us to capture the overall rotation in the gesture. It is
defined as
R(G) =
[ 0∑
t=0
rG(t),
1∑
t=0
rG(t), . . . ,
TH∑
t=0
rG(t)
]T
, (8)
where rG(t) is the average change in rotation at time t :
rG(t) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0, if t = 0,
1
N
∑N
n=1 arctan
(gn(t)−cG(t))×(gn(t−1)−cG(t−1))
((gn(t)−cG(t))·(gn(t−1)−cG(t−1)) ,
otherwise.
(9)
The minimum oriented bounding box feature represents the min-
imum and maximum dimension of the MOBB of the touch inputs
at each time step. It allows us to represent the movement variation
of the gesture over time, which can approximate the area of the
gesture. Given a set of touch points at time t , gn(t), we apply the
rotating calipers method [Tou83] to calculate the minimum rectan-
gle bounding the points. We extract the width, bw(t), and the height,
bh(t) of the rectangle, and define the feature as
B(G) = [(bw(0), bh(0)), (bw(1), bh(1)), . . . , (bw(TH ), bh(TH ))]T ,
(10)
Finally, the gesture space is formed by concatenation of the four
gesture features. As a result, a gesture G can be represented by a
point in the space with the feature vector:
G = [G(G), S(G), R(G), B(G)]T . (11)
5.3. Distance between two gestures
Here, we explain how we compare gestures using gesture features
in the gesture space.
Given two gestures G0 and G1, we define the distance as
D(G0,G1) = α DTW(C(G0), C(G1))
+β DTW(S(G0), S(G1))
+γ DTW(R(G0), R(G1))
+δ DTW(B(G0), B(G1)), (12)
where DTW provides a distance between two vectors using dynamic
time warping [BC94], and α, β, γ and δ, are weights for each
feature. We empirically found that α = 0.04, β = 0.36, γ = 0.36
and δ = 0.24 work well in our data set. Figure 4 shows two pairs of
example gestures, in which (a) and (b) are more different according
to Equation (12) (D = 6.1980), (c) and (d) are more similar (D =
0.7064). This shows that our distance function is less affected by
the number of fingers used and is effective in identifying the context
of the gestures.
The feature set and distance metrics together determine the well-
represented gesture space where algebraic operations can be sensi-
bly defined. It forms the basis of the control scheme learning in later
sections.
Figure 4: Example gestures, in which (a) and (b) are more different
according to Equation (12), (c) and (d) are more similar.
6. Crowd Motion Space
In this section, we present our formulation of a crowd motion space,
which is conceptually similar to a gesture space. We consider the set
of movement trajectories from the characters of the crowd, and rep-
resent the overall crowd movement with a set of features modelled
by a mixture of Gaussian processes.
6.1. Crowd motion trajectories
Here, we represent the motion of a crowd using the trajectories of
the characters in the crowd.
A crowd motion C is defined as a set of trajectories:
cm(s) ∀ m ∈ [1,M], t ∈ [1, S], (13)
where M is the total number of character in the crowd, S is the
duration of the crowd motion, the representation c′m(s ′) indicates
the 2D location (c′m(s ′).x, c′m(s ′).y) of a character m′ at time s ′.
Similar to the gesture trajectories, we normalize the crowd motion
trajectories by translating the whole motion such that the starting
point is at the origin.
We also resample the crowd motion trajectories from S points
to SH points using the Hermite spline [Lal09] and set SH = 64
[WWL07], as we do for the gesture trajectories in Section 5.1. As a
result, a crowd motion C is defined as
cm(s) ∀ m ∈ [1,M], t ∈ [1, SH ]. (14)
For the sake of calculation simplicity, we express the trajectory
of the m′ th character, cm′ (s), as a vector of serialized X and Y
positions:
cm′ (s) = [cm′ (1).x, c1(1).y, cm′ (2).x, c1(2).y,
. . . , cm′ (SH ).x, cm′ (SH ).y.]T . (15)
c© 2018 The Authors
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6.2. Crowd motion features
Next, we present our crowd motion features that describe the high-
level features of a moving crowd. Such features are independent of
the number of characters in the crowd. They can also be used to
interpolate two crowd motions in order to generate new ones.
Since the character trajectories in a crowd is controlled by one
input gesture, we assume that there exists a linear low-dimensional
space that can represent the trajectories of all characters. Trajecto-
ries can be treated as functions. Essentially, each crowd motion is a
series of 2D functions that defines the trajectories of all characters.
This allows us to construct a low-dimensional space and represent
the motion trajectories of all characters using Functional Principle
Component Analysis (FPCA). FPCA projects a group of functions
linearly into a space where a mean function and functional varia-
tions serve as the basis of function representation, similar to PCA
but on a function level. The mean function, c¯s where s ∈ [1, SH ],
can be computed by averaging the motion trajectories of all charac-
ters. Then, a set of eigenfunctions, ECV , and a set of eigenscores, ECS
can be computed. The eigenfunctions describe the principle move-
ment over time of all characters in the crowd, and the eigenscores
represents how the movement of a character can be projected into
the low-dimensional space. The trajectory of the m′th character can
be recovered as
cm′s = c¯s + ECV ECSm′ , (16)
where ECSm′ is the eigenscore of the m
′th character.
Although FPCA gives a compact representation, it does not gen-
eralize enough to take all the input variations into account such as
different numbers of trajectories or style variations of the same mo-
tion. This motivates us to further generalize the representation. We
discover that the high-level visual observation of the general mo-
tions can be described by the eigenscore distributions. As a result,
modelling the crowd motion trajectories of the whole crowd can be
considered as modelling the distribution of the eigenscores of the
characters. This high-level model allows us to interpolate the distri-
bution of eigenscores, instead of the actual trajectories, between two
crowd motions effectively. In addition, such a distribution-based rep-
resentation does not depend on the number of characters, and does
not explicitly map the trajectories of the characters from one crowd
to another.
Since the eigenscores of a group of similar motions usually exhibit
multi-modality, we propose to use GMM to model the distribution
of the eigenscores. There are three main advantages. First, the non-
linearity of GMM fits the trajectory data well. Secondly, the multi-
modality nature of GMM captures semantic-level meanings such
as the crowd being split into multiple groups, which cannot be
modelled easily with a single model. This is particularly relevant to
crowd motion such as splitting and joining. Finally, multiple GMMs
can be easily interpolated and the interpolation has visual as well
as semantic meanings, which is important to generate new crowd
motions.
There are two import issues in applying GMMs to model the data,
which are the optimal parameters and the number of components
of the model. We apply the Expectation-Maximization algorithm
[Bis96] to optimize the parameters for the distribution of eigen-
scores, φ(ECS ). The component number essentially allows the sys-
tem to accurately model multiple subgroups in the crowd motions.
In theory, it is possible to automatically determine that by iterating
from one and choose the smallest value that reaches the required
data likelihood. In practice, we found that users rarely split a crowd
into more than two subgroups, even with two hands controlling the
crowd. As a result, two Gaussian components are enough to model
our database. For simpler motion with only one subgroup, the two
components in the GMM blends together to represent the distribu-
tion of character trajectories. If more complicated crowd motions
with multiple subgroups of characters are involved, an analysis on
data likelihood should be performed and more components can be
used.
Therefore, the crowd motion features of a crowd C is defined by
a vector:
C = [c¯s , ECV , φ(ECS )]T , (17)
where c¯s is the mean trajectory, ECV is the set of eigenvectors and
φ(ECS )T is the distribution of the eigenscores modelled by GMM.
Conceptually, our crowd motion feature is similar to the morphable
motion primitives [MCC09, MC12]. The difference is that it is ap-
plied on a crowd instead of an individual motion.
Here, we include an optional step to improve the performance
of our system. We observe that there is an intrinsic redundancy in
the crowd motion trajectories as the characters’ trajectories are not
arbitrary. Therefore, it is not necessary to use all the eigenvectors ECV
as the features. In fact, we only use the first 15 principal components
returned by FPCA, and the recovered trajectories from Equation (16)
achieves <1% error for all the crowd motion in our database. This
not only reduces computational cost, but also removes noises that
may exist in the motion data.
7. Crowd Motion Control
In this section, we explain how a run-time gesture can be identified
based on the set of gestures in the database. Then, we explain how
such a gesture generates the corresponding crowd motion.
7.1. Run-time gesture representation
Here, we explain how we represent a gesture using neighbour ones
in the database, which allows us to understand the crowd motion the
user intended to perform.
We have collected a set of gestures with the corresponding crowd
motions as explained in Section 4. The gesture space is non-linear
due to the complex nature of hand gesture. Modelling the whole
space with high degree non-linear functions would require a large
amount of gesture data, which is labour-intensive to obtain and
would limit the feasibility to increase the gesture types. Instead, we
propose to model a local area of the gesture space that is relevant to
the run-time gesture using a linear function. Such a method works
robustly even with smaller database and generates reliable results.
c© 2018 The Authors
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Figure 5: Generating crowd motion with run-time gesture. The
circles represent gestures in the gesture space, with the hollow one
representing the gesture obtained in run-time. Based on the run-time
input, we obtained the K-nearest gestures, visualized by the double
lines. The triangles represent crowd motion in the crowd motion
space. We find the crowd motions corresponding to the K nearest
gestures, pointed by the black arrows. We finally interpolate these
crowd motions to create the run-time crowd motion represented by
the hollow triangle.
In particular, given a run-time gesture, Gr , we utilize
Equation (12) to evaluate its distance with the stored gestures in
the database. We represent Gr using a set of K-nearest neighbours,
Gk∀k = [1,K]. The neighbours are associated with the correspond-
ing weights, wk∀k = [1,K], which are inversely proportional to the
distance with respect to the run-time gesture. The particular weight
wk′ that is corresponding to the gesture Gk′ is defined as
wk′ = 1
D(Gr,Gk′ )
/
K∑
k=1
1
D(Gr,Gk)
, (18)
where the summation term acts as a normalization factor to ensure
that all the weights sum up to 1.0. In our experiment, we found that
K = 10 produces good results. This process is visualized in the left
part of Figure 5.
Since our gesture database is relatively compact, a brute force
search is quick enough to find the K-nearest neighbours in real
time. For a larger database, we may organize the database with data
structures such as the k-d tree to speed up searching.
The mapping between gestures and motions is necessary to cap-
ture the variations of control styles, even for the same motion. A
user study could be a good way to establish a mapping but only
when there is a consensus on the best gesture for a specific motion.
The fact that different users used different gestures even for simple
motions suggested that this might not be the case. As an example,
for the twist motion, some users prefer to use an outwards spiral
gesture but some prefer an inwards one. In addition, when doing
control on the fly, the input variations are also better handled by the
mapping because the input gesture would not be exactly the same
as the optimal one, if there is one at all.
While it is possible to apply methods such as regression to evalu-
ate the run-time gesture, we find that KNN is the most reliable way,
mainly because our gesture database contains a variety of gestures,
where the sample size is big enough to locally approximate the
gesture manifold as hyperplanes. In theory, if the database is dense
enough, it could be possible to use the most similar gesture only.
However, KNN is more robust against outliers, and constructing a
dense database is labour-intensive.
7.2. Run-time crowd motion creation
Here, given the K-nearest neighbours of the run-time gesture, we
interpolate the corresponding K crowd motions in the database in
order to generate the run-time crowd motion.
Given a run-time gesture, the obtained K-nearest gestures,
Gk∀k = [1,K], are corresponded with K crowd motions, Ck∀k =
[1,K], according to the database. The run-time crowd motion,
Cr = [ ¯crs , EC
r
V , φ(EC
r
S )]T , is evaluated as the weighted sum of the
K crowd motions. This process is visualized in the right part of
Figure 5. Such an interpolation involves interpolating the crowd
motion features individually as follows.
The run-time mean crowd trajectory can be obtained by vector
sum, as all mean trajectories in the database has the same size SH :
¯crs =
K∑
k=1
wk ¯cks . (19)
Similarly, we interpolate and create a new set of eigenvectors:
EC
r
V =
K∑
k=1
wkE
Ck
V . (20)
To ensure orthonormalization of the new eigenvectors, we apply the
modified Gramm–Schmidt method presented in [CK08].
The blend weights wk is important to ensure the quality of the
resultant GMM, which account for the naturalness of the generated
crowd motion. Considering that our gesture-motion pairs in the
database are very distinctive and that both the gesture space and
crowd motion space can be modelled by the local hyperplane, we
use wk′ in Equation (18) as the blend weights for the crowd motion
wk . The underlying assumption here is that similar gesture in the
gesture space would indicate similar crowd motion in the crowd
motion space.
Finally, we propose a mass transport solver based method to com-
bine multiple distributions of eigenscores and generate φ(ECrS ). A
naive one-to-one combination of the Gaussian components of two
GMMs does not work well. As shown in Figure 6, assuming each
GMM has two components, depending on how we match the com-
ponents, blending two GMMs has two possible outputs. One of
them retains the features from the source GMM, while the other
does not as Gaussian components of very different parameters are
blended, resulting in a scenario known as cross fading. We follow
the displacement interpolation method presented by [BvdPPH11]
here. First, given two GMMs, we establish the correspondence of
their Gaussian components. Each Gaussian component is defined
by a mean value and a covariance value. We evaluate the correspon-
dence using the mass transport solver [HSK12], in which the source
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Figure 6: (Left) Mixing two GMM (each with two components)
can generate different results depending on how the Gaussian com-
ponents are matched. (Middle) The desired result that retains the
features of the source GMMs. (Right) The undesired result of cross
fading.
and target are set as the Gaussian means of the Gaussian compo-
nents. Secondly, we produce a weighted sum of the Gaussian mean
and covariance of each matching Gaussian component, in which the
weights are obtained by Equation (18), in order to generate a com-
bined GMM. We iteratively combine all the GMMs in the K-nearest
crowd motions, and obtain φ(ECrS ).
7.3. Crowd motion synthesis
Here, we explain how we apply the crowd motion created in the last
section to control a run-time crowd.
Assume that the user is controlling a group of M characters.
Given a user gesture, we obtain the corresponding crowd motion
Cr = [ ¯crs , EC
r
V , φ(EC
r
S )]T as explained in Section 7.2. We first utilize
the distribution of the eigenscores, φ(ECrS ) to sample M eigenscores.
Secondly, we apply the eigenscores with the mean trajectory ¯crs and
eigenvectors ECrV to generate M crowd motion trajectories using
Equation (16). Third, we apply a mass transport solver [HSK12]
to find out the optimal matching between the controlling characters
and the calculated crowd motion trajectories. This is done by setting
the positions of the characters as the source and the starting points
of the trajectories as the target. By using the mass transport solver to
evaluate the matching, we avoid visual artefact in which characters
have to move a long distance before reaching the starting point of
their corresponding trajectories. Finally, the characters move to the
starting point of their respective trajectories, and then follow the
trajectories, in order to produce the overall motion.
For handling collision detection and avoidance, we implemented
the high-level crowd motion synthesis and the low-level character
collision avoidance as two separate levels. The high-level system
provides the desired position of all characters in the crowd, while
the low-level system resolves their positions locally. In our experi-
ments, the low-level system models each character as a cylinder, and
utilizes a spring-mass model to calculate the forces required to move
the characters into their respective target locations. It resolves the
penetration among characters by calculating the push-back forces
based on the penetrated depth and direction. Time-integration is ap-
plied in each time step to calculate the positions of the characters
after all forces are applied. Other more advanced collision avoidance
systems can be directly employed into our framework.
We apply the full body motion synthesis method in [SKY12] as
an offline process to generate full body running motion based on the
point-based movement trajectories. This involves creating a motion
graph that consists of different running actions, and evaluating the
optimal action to perform in order to follow the trajectories. We also
apply the physical modelling method in [SH12] to create physically
plausible movements. This allows us to resolve body part level
collisions and penetrations effectively.
8. Experimental Results
In this section, we provide both qualitative and quantitative evalua-
tions of our proposed system.
All the experiments are run with one core of a Core i7 2.67 GHz
CPU with 1 GB of memory. For the multi-touch input, we used
a G4 multi-touch overlay from PQ labs, attached to a 24′′ Acer
S240HL LCD monitor. In general, the system runs in 40 frames per
second, which is higher than the real-time requirement of 30 frames
per second. However, there is a slowdown when computing a new
crowd motion from a hand gesture, which takes 330 ms, includ-
ing 300 ms for the KNN searches, 12 ms for generating the crowd
motion features, 4 ms for generating and assigning trajectories to
characters. We believe that adapting a multi-thread implementation
framework can create more consistent frame rate. Also, more effi-
cient search algorithms such as k-d tree search can further reduce
the computational time.
8.1. Qualitative evaluations
Here, we evaluate our system qualitatively with different exper-
iments. The readers are referred to our supplementary video for
more results.
First, we evaluate the effectiveness of our method by producing a
set of crowd motions from a number of user inputs. Figure 7 shows
some user gestures and their corresponding simulated crowd mo-
tion. Our system generates crowd motions that accurately reflect the
different user gesture types. It also works well under different initial
positions of the characters. The number of touch points provided
for the gestures does not affect our system’s ability to produce the
appropriate crowd motion.
We setup some virtual environments and ask a user to use our
system to control the navigation of the crowd. Figure 8 (upper)
shows a corridor environment. The initial crowd cannot fit through
the narrow corridor. The user therefore applies a contract gesture
to reduce the size of the crowd, and two translate gestures to move
the crowd through the corridor. Finally, the user applies an expand
to expand the crowd to its original size. Figure 8 (lower) shows
a more complicated environment, in which there is an obstacle in
the middle of a corridor. The user successively applies the gestures
translate, split, translate, join and translate such that the crowd can
avoid the obstacle and reach the other side of the environment. The
user finally applies a twist gesture such that the crowd can rotate
inside the circular environment. These experiments show that our
system can potentially be applied to console games that require
crowd control, such as the real-time strategy games.
We generate a high-quality, complicated scenario in which 100
characters avoid a number of dynamic moving cars, as shown in
Figure 9. The user controls the crowd movement with our
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Figure 7: Examples of user input (orange lines) and the corresponding crowd simulation (blue lines) for (a) translate, (b) twist, (c) contract,
(d) expand, (e) join, (f) split, (g) split then translate, (h) translate then join, (i) twist while expanding and (j) twist while contracting. The light
colours indicate the starts of the trajectories the dark colours indicate the ends.
Figure 8: Screenshots of a user controlling a crowd to navigate
through (upper) a corridor environment, and (lower) a more com-
plicated environment with an obstacle.
Figure 9: Screenshots of a user controlling a crowd in a compli-
cated scenario with dynamic obstacles.
touch-based system that offers intuitive control on the timing for
the change of formation. Multiple gestures are required to steer the
crowd. This kind of real-time, precise, interactive control is diffi-
cult to be achieved with existing systems. As this demo focuses on
demonstrating the animating power of the system for generating re-
alistic scenes, we implement a Gaussian filter to smooth the crowd
motion transitions.
While we propose to utilize [HSK12, HSK14] to generate exam-
ples for constructing the crowd motions in the database, the overall
framework is independent of the underlying method to generate the
crowd motions. Basic crowd simulation systems that control charac-
ters by setting the starting and goal positions can effectively generate
the database and produce comparable results. To demonstrate this,
Figure 10: The synthesized expand crowd motion using the
database built with (left) Henry et al. and (right) RVO2.
we perform an experiment to utilize the Reciprocal Velocity Ob-
stacle (RVO) 2 system [vdBLM08] to generate the crowd motion
database and synthesize new crowd motions based on the user in-
puts. We compare the newly created results with those generated
by our existing database, as shown in Figure 10. We find that while
the two databases result in crowds of different behaviour due to
the different training data, the resultant crowd motion quality is
comparable. This demonstrates the generalizability of our control
system.
8.2. Quantitative evaluations
In order to test if our proposed gesture features are discriminative, we
conduct leave-one-out cross-validation using the gestures for the six
types of typical crowd motions (i.e. translate, twist, contract, expand,
join, split). We first use the gesture features of one gesture as testing
data for classification, and that of all other gesture as training data.
We then obtain the K-nearest gestures. Within them, we conduct a
weighted nearest neighbour voting with the weight obtained from
Equation (18), where the gesture type with the highest total weight
is considered to be the recognized type. We finally check if such
a type is the same as the real gesture type of the testing data. We
iteratively evaluate all gestures and calculate the average accuracy.
Figure 11 shows the confusion matrix of this analysis. It shows
that the proposed gesture features are discriminative in order to
accurately identify an unknown gesture. The average classification
accuracy is 89.6%. For all gesture types except contract, the accuracy
is over 87.5%. The contract type has a lower accuracy of 62.5%,
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Figure 11: Confusion matrix of six typical motion types. The cell
in column i, row j indicates the proportion of all ith test gestures
recognized as the j th output gesture.
as some of the gesture samples are very similar to those in the join
type.
We visualize the four gesture features in Figure 12 to show that
they are effective in representing different gesture types. Here, we
group the collected gestures based on the six types of typical crowd
motions they represent and calculate the average gesture per group.
We then plot the features to see how distinctive different gesture
groups can be. While individual features may not be able to clearly
represent all the types (e.g. S(G) cannot distinguish expand and split
easily), the features are complementary to each other (e.g. B(G) can
distinguish expand and split well).
9. Limitations
Our system does not consider the mapping between the gestures
and the full-body motions of the characters. Although this is an in-
teresting idea, such a mapping will suffer from the ambiguity such
as the walking phase as presented in [HKS17], and extra parameter
inputs will be required. Instead, the detailed movements (e.g. walk-
ing or jumping motions) are modelled by another subsystem given
the computed trajectories. Splitting the mapping into two subsys-
tems leaves the degrees of freedom to the animators for designing
their preferred movements. This idea is similar to the framework
proposed by [HSK14].
We only consider zero-order information (i.e. positions) based
on the advice from practitioners that crowd is typically geometry-
based. Depending on the application, if higher-order information
such as velocity and acceleration is needed, one may extract and
integrate the information into the feature vector. It will require some
extra designs to map multi-order information between gestures and
motions in an effective manner.
10. Conclusion and Discussions
In this paper, we propose a data-driven approach for crowd control
using a multi-touch device. Our method learns from a set of user-
performed gestures and allows a user to intuitively control a crowd.
To achieve this, we propose a set of gesture features that represent
high-level information of the user-performed gestures. We also pro-
pose a method to extract crowd motion features using a mixture of
Gaussian processes. Given a run-time gesture, we perform a KNN
search in our gesture database, and find the K corresponding crowd
motions. We then combine the K crowd motions to control the
run-time crowd. Our system runs in real-time and has high control
accuracy.
Like many existing systems, the simulation time increases with
the number of characters. However, our system is relatively compu-
tational efficient with a large number of characters. This is because
the majority part of the system is based on the extracted motion
features and gesture features, which are independent of the number
of characters. The only step that is computationally proportional to
the character number is the synthesis of the final crowd motions.
Theoretically speaking, given the right gesture, it is possible to
interpolate two classes of crowd motion (e.g. translate and join)
to generate a new run-time motion. However, it rarely happens in
practice due to the relatively wide range of gestures we collected to
cover the possible variation within the same class. As a result, the
interpolation performed is mostly intra-class.
Theoretically, the mapping could be contaminated if the gesture-
motion pairs are not generated well, such as two similar gestures
generating very different motions or vice versa. In practice, we
find that KNN helps to reduce the effect of outlier mappings, as
multiple motions/gestures are combined, and less similar ones are
given smaller weights. Also, the mapping in our database is very
descriptive thanks to the distinctiveness among the types of basic
motions, which results in a set of distinctive corresponding ges-
tures. More complex motions can be decomposed into the com-
binations of basic ones to avoid overcomplicated motion-gesture
mappings.
Our system analyzes the gesture in a discrete manner. Each ges-
ture controls the crowd in a short time interval. One possible solu-
tion is to apply the continuous recognition algorithms proposed in
[SKT11], in which the input gesture is continuously being recog-
nized using a variable size sliding window.
Figure 12: The visualization of gesture features by types: (a) avg. y-position versus avg. x-position for C(G), (b) avg. distance from centroid
versus time for S(G), (c) avg. total rotation versus time for R(G), (d) avg. bounding box height versus width for B(G).
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An interesting research direction is to introduce more intra-class
differences in the crowd motion. For example, we can have a spread-
out translate crowd motion and a condensed one. We then collect
corresponding gesture inputs from the user into the database. As a
result, a small gesture difference will generate a small variation of
the crowd motion, allowing fine control of the crowd.
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